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Abstract
The denition of an agent architecture at the know-
ledge level makes emphasis on the knowledge role
played by the data interchanged between the agent
components and makes explicit this data interchange.
This makes easier the reuse of these knowledge struc-
tures independently of the implementation.
This article denes a generic task model of an agent
architecture and renes some of these tasks using in-
ference diagrams.
Finally, a operationalisation of this conceptual model
using the rule-oriented language Jess [5] is shown.
Keywords: Agent Oriented Software Engineering,
knowledge level, agent architecture, knowledge engin-
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1. Introduction
This article deals with knowledge modelling of a
generic agent architecture. The purpose of this work
is to apply a principled approach to the denition of
a generic conceptual agent architecture.
This work is part of a general framework, the agent-
oriented methodology MAS-CommonKADS [7], [9].
In particular, this article deals with the Expertise
Model of the methodology.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 presents a short introduction to the Know-
ledge Model of CommonKADS, that is used for de-
ning a generic agent architecture at the knowledge
level. Section 3 presents a task decomposition model
of generic agent architecture. Sections 4, 5 and 6
presents a constructive approach to dene inference
structures for the previously presented task model,
showing how this framework is general and extensible
for dening agent architectures. Section 7 describes
how this conceptual model can be operationalised us-
ing the rule oriented language Jess.
2. Introduction to Knowledge Modelling
with CommonKADS
The CommonKADS knowledge model [16]
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is used
for modelling the reasoning capabilities of the agents
to carry out their tasks and achieve their goals. Usu-
ally, several instances of the expertise model should
be developed: modelling inferences on the domain
(i.e. how to identify a situation); modelling the reas-
oning of the agent (i.e. problem solving methods to
achieve a task, character of the agent, etc.) and mod-
elling the inferences of the environment (how an agent
can interpret the event it receives from other agents
or from the world).
The knowledge model has three parts: domain know-
ledge, inference knowledge and task knowledge.
Domain knowledge represents the static domain-specic
knowledge of the problem, modelled as a set of con-
cepts, properties, expressions and relationships, sim-
ilar to the object model of UML (Unied Modelling
Language) [10].
Inference knowledge represents the basic inference steps
that we want to make using the domain knowledge. It
is represented with inference diagrams where a func-
tional decomposition is carried out. The basic pre-
dened knowledge functions are called inferences and
are shown as ellipses. The inputs and outputs of
these inferences are called knowledge roles, that can
be static (not modied by the inferences) or dynamic,
and are shown as squared boxes.
Task knowledge represents how to achieve a goal, and
the decomposition of this goal into sub-tasks, being
the inferences the leaves of this decomposition. For
dening this decomposition, tasks are described and
problem solving methods (PSMs) are dened. The
PSMs dene how to decompose a task into sub-tasks
(or goals).
3. Agent Architecture Skeleton
The purpose of this analysis, based on Interrap con-
ceptual agent model [15], is to dene a framework for
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Fig. 1. Task model of a general agent architecture
studying systematically the components of a generic
agent architecture and their relationships.
The main tasks of this task analysis [3] is shown in
gure 1 and are described below.
Stimuli management the agent receives the stimuli
through its sensors, mailbox and user input.
Beliefs management deals with beliefs generation and
updating taking as an input the perceived stimuli.
Situation recognition the agent extract structured situ-
ation from the unstructured agent beliefs. This situ-
ation recognition allows the identication of the need
to start an activity.
Goal activation determination of which goals are rel-
evant to the identied situation.
Action planning determination of which actions must
be carried out to full the identied goals and the
order of these goals.
Action performing this task consists of executing the
planned action, and can be programmed.
The main domain concepts have been captured above
help guiding the knowledge acquisition process. The
following domains can be identied:
Own agent reexive knowledge about the agent itself.
This knowledge allows the agent to reason about its
abilities and its reasoning process.
Rest of agents The agent should know what agents
it knows, their relevant characteristics and possible
inferences.
Environment In order to interpret the sensor data,
the agent must know what are the possible objects of
the environment and their characteristics.
Application The agent must know the relevant con-
cepts of the application domain.
4. Basic Reactive Agent Architecture at
the Knowledge Level
In order to follow a constructive approach, we will
start by studying a simple reactive agent that de-
cides what action to do (task 6) depending on the
observables (task 1), as shown in Figure 2. Once the
inference structure has been built, the domain model
can be completed. In this case, the observables of the
domain and the allowed actions should be identied,
and the rules to match these observables into actions.
For example, for the Robocup domain [13], the
observables from the environment are the Ball, the
Goals, the Corner, etc., and the actions are Turn,
Dash, etc. The characterisation of these concepts
Observables match Actions
Fig. 2. Inference structure of a basic reactive agent
makes up the agent ontology. In order to identify
the reactive situations, the so-called reactive cases of
the UER technique [8] can be used.
This inference structure can be easily extended for
considering the transformation of observables into be-
liefs (Figure 3) or considering a basic self-conscience
of the agent (Figure 4).
Observables
match ActionsBeliefs
abstract
Fig. 3. Inference structure of a basic reactive agent with beliefs
Observables match Actions
Agent state
Fig. 4. Inference structure of a basic reactive agent with basic
self-conscience
The transformation of observables into beliefs can
be trivial if we consider symbolic sensors, but can be
further rened as a complex function with situation
recognition as shown in Figure 5. This knowledge
task of situation recognition has been modelled at
the knowledge level in [2]. The agent model is a set
of relevant agent properties. These agent properties
depend on the application domain. For example, for
the Robocup domain, some of these relevant proper-
ties are the agent position and its stamina.
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Fig. 5. Inference structure of a basic reactive agent with beliefs
and situation recognition
5. Basic Deliberative Agent Architecture
at the Knowledge Level
While the previous section dealt with reactive agents,
this section will consider how the activation of goals
and the planication task of the generic task model
(section 3).
Basic BDI agent architecture
In order to illustrate the use of the knowledge model
for specifying agent architectures at the knowledge
level, the inference process of the well-known BDI
(Belief-Desire-Intention) architecture [19] is shown in
Figure 6. In this architecture, an example of how to
perform the general tasks of Beliefs Management and
Goal Activation (section 3) is shown.
A simpler example of goal activation without con-
sidering desires is shown in Figure 7. In this example,
the agent communicationabilities have been modelled
considering the received messages from other agents.
The beliefs of the agent can be of the agent itself,
its environment other agents or application domain
concepts.
Action Planning Task
The task action planning (section 3) can be con-
sidered a KADS basic inference [17] (see Figure 8).
This knowledge task has also been decomposed through
Problem Solving Methods in [1]. A practical example
of a simple planner [11] is shown in Figure 9.
Inside the JAEN project [14], taking as a generic
model MAS-CommonKADS [7], the planning process
is dened through PSMs (Problem Solving Methods)
as shown in Figure 10.
The PSMs dene the way to decompose a goal into
subtasks. Two general types of PSMs are dened:
autonomous PSMs and cooperative PSMs. While the
resulting subtasks are executed by the agent itself us-
ing an autonomous PSM, some of these subtasks can
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Fig. 6. Inference structure of a general bdi agent architecture
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Fig. 8. Inference structure of a planning function [17]
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Fig. 10. Inference structure for action planning based on PSMs
be carried out in cooperation with other agents using
cooperative PSMs. For example, given a goal such
as Finding the best price of an article, depending on
its state, an agent can use an autonomous PSM such
as Go-to-all-the-shops-and-compare or a cooperative
PSM such as Subcontract-task-to-other-agent.
6. Cooperative Agents
In the previous section, cooperation has been in-
troduced through cooperative PSMs.
This section shows how two simple functions for
handling the mailbox (task 1.2, sec. 3) can be dened
at the knowledge level.
When an agent wants to request some service from
other agent, the agent should determine which pro-
tocol to use from the known protocols, as shown in
Figure 11.
Known
Protocols
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Current
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Fig. 11. Inference structure for selecting a protocol
The second function is how to decide if a service
request is attended or not. As shown in Figure 12,
it is needed to characterise the service request, the
service policy and, as a result, a commitment is done.
Agent
State
Policy
Service
Service specify Commitment
Fig. 12. Inference structure for attending a service request
7. Operationalisation of the architecture
with Jess
The previously presented generic agent model has
been operationalised using Jess as target language [14],
[6].
As a simple example, initial knowledge about the
known ontologies, protocols and knowledge represent-
ation languages is shown in Figure 13.
Goals and PSMs can also be dened using Jess tem-
plates, and how a PSM decomposes a goal into sub-
tasks or subgoals, as shown in Figure 14. Here, one
goal (FindArticle)is dened and two available PSMs
for this goal. The PSM AutonomousPSM decomposes
the goal into two tasks, go-shops and compare, while
the cooperative PSM CoopPSM decomposes it into
one task, ask-help-broker.
The nal tasks which do not need further decom-
position are operationalised as rules. As actions, com-
municative acts of FIPA [4] can be used in a natural
way, as shown in Figure 15, where an agent sends
a request to another agent (whose name is Broker-
Agent@shop.com) asking the service FindShops.
8. Conclusions and Future Work
In the paper, we have tried to illustrate how an
agent architecture can be dened at the knowledge
level in an easy way.
(deffacts ExampleInializations
(known-ontologies (ontologies
(create$ fipa-agent-management
fipa-acl DefaultOntology)))
(known-protocols (protocols
(create$ fipa-request)))
(known-languages (languages
(create$ JESS))
)
Fig. 13. Example of operationalisation of knowledge about agent
capacities
(goal (name FindArticle))
(PSM (name AutonomousPSM)(goal FindArticle)
(tasks (create$ go-shops compare))
)
(PSM (name CoopPSM)(goal FindArticle)
(tasks (create$ ask-help-broker))
)
Fig. 14. Example of operationalisation of PSMs and task decom-
position
(defrule CollaborativeTask
(task (name ask-help-broker)
(goalid ?goalid)(input ?input))
=>
(request :receiver BrokerAgent@shop.com
:protocol fipa-request
:language JESS
:reply-with wanted
:content "(service
(name FindShops)
(input " ?input "))"
:goal-related ?goalid
)
)
Fig. 15. Example of operationalisation of a Task
The knowledge description of agent architectures
makes easier their acquisition and operationalisation.
Knowledge modelling determines the relationships between
the dierent agent components and the required re-
lationships between them, i.e. temporal relationships
between goals, required knowledge for selecting emer-
gent goals, etc. The denition of agent components
at the knowledge level makes easier their reuse.
In addition, the knowledge description of agent ar-
chitectures makes explicit the role the domain con-
cepts play in the reasoning process and provides a
good starting point for achieving a reexive beha-
viour.
Finally, this theoretical work has been operational-
ised in an extension of the rule-based language Jess [5].
Future work will focus on extending the presented
framework for providing a library of agent architec-
ture components dened at the knowledge level and
operationalised. This work is complementary of our
current work in building agent-oriented CASE tools.
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